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discrimination is limited by incomplete information. 4) The unexplained part of betweencountry price variation for identical products is about 75% which leaves most of the intercountry price variation unexplained.
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 ,QWURGXFWLRQ

The integration of national economies into one European Market demolished all formal trade
barriers within the European Union, which creates a unique opportunity to investigate pricing
behavior. If the European Union would form one integrated market, the ’law of one price’ (LOP)
would predict that homogenous products are sold at the same common-currency price in every
national market. However, past studies (e.g., Isard 1977, Kravis and Lipsey 1978, Knetter 1989,
Goldberg and Verboven 1998, Froot, Kim and Rogoff 1995; for overviews: Rogoff 1996,
Goldberg and Knetter 1997) found severe violations of the LOP. This empirical result may be
caused by a multitude of variables: (1) goods are seldom homogenous, (2) the service and
shopping environment is heterogeneous (bundling is different), (3) tariff trade-barriers may exist,
(4) non-tariff trade-barriers may exist, (5) transport and information costs are relevant, (6) nontradable costs components (factor costs) differ, (7) taxes (such as the VAT) differ, (8) expected
exchange rate variations together with ’menu costs’ may cause national price variation, (9)
competition may differ, (10) profit-maximizing firms discriminate between national markets for
specific product groups (pricing to the market, Krugman 1987), (11) profit-maximizing firms
discriminate between national markets for specific products, (12) price-setting is arbitrarily.

’Ideally, a test of the LOP would compare prices for two transactions in which the nationality of
the buyer is the only difference in transaction characteristics. In practice, the identical goods
assumption is almost surely violated to some degree in available data’ (Goldberg and Knetter
1997: 1247). Isard (1977) and Knetter (1989), Goldberg and Verboven (1998) and others found
substantial violations of the LOP but their estimates were based on prices of goods in narrowly
defined industries (up to seven digit industry classification) or on complex products. But even at
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the most dis-aggregated level of the industry classification, products may not be homogenous over
countries, a problem inherent in PPP measures. Complex products such as cars as in the study of
Goldberg and Verboven are usually not exactly identical in different countries. Subsequent
research tried to focus on homogenous products of specific firms that are sold in various
countries. Most famous is the Economist’s ’Big-Mac-Index’ used as an example for a ‘truly
homogeneous’ product, although it may be bundled differently in different places (Rogoff 1996)1.
Ghosh and Wolf (1994) used data of prices of the magazine ‘The Economist’over various
countries. They show that departures of the common-currency price are the effect of exchange rate
variations rather than intentional price discrimination. Knetter (1997) also using prices of the
'Economist' claimed that price differentials within continental Europe and Scandinavia are small
but that prices in these countries are substantially different from those in the UK and the US.
Differences in the price-elasticity of demand for ‘The Economist' lead according to Knetter to
price discrimination between the markets. In other words, ‘The Economist' is priced to the market.
These studies illuminated price-setting for one homogenous product in various national markets
but they are limited to one specific product. This paper continues this line of research using price
information on various homogenous products sold by a single firm in a standardized environment
with standardized services in various national markets without any formal trade barriers between
these markets.

We created a unique data set free of noise because we perfectly control for product quality
(variable 1 from above) the seller characteristics and bundling (variable 2). We collected data on
222 products sold by IKEA, a worldwide operating furniture company selling identical products

1 Rogoff (1996), mentions that ’Big Macs’ are differently bundled in different countries. Ketchup is free in the US
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in exactly the same shopping environment, in 10 EU countries, which form legally one market
and which demolished all formal trade-barriers (3). Non-formal trade barriers (4) may still exists
and transport and information costs (5) may reduce regional arbitrage and may allow non-tradable
cost components (6) such as wages, insurance costs, rents and taxes (7) to affect regional prices.
We use data for 1997 when national currencies were not yet fixed to the EURO, i.e. expected
exchange variations (8) may also affect national price levels. Under the ’strong PPP rule’
(Dornbusch 1987) LOP holds in any case but under the ’weak PPP rule’ (Dornbusch 1987)
variables 4 to 9 may well affect national prices but pricing is still cost based. Variables 10 to 11,
however, investigate pricing to demand situations (Varian 1989) where firms discriminate
between buyers at increasing degrees of sophistication caused by increasing information
requirements.

We find, as others before, that the LOP definitely does not hold for the EU common market and
that this fact cannot be explained with the arguments 1 to 10 listed above. Instead, we find some
evidence for price discrimination between markets but also for price-setting which may result
from the sellers incomplete information about the national product-specific demand functions. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlays the theory and develops the hypotheses to be
tested in Section 4 after the description of the data (Section 3). Section 5 concludes

and Canada but costs roughly 50 cents in Holland and Italy.
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 %ULHIGLVFXVVLRQRIWKHWKHRU\
In principle, price-setting can be based on costs or demand variables (for an overview: Blinder et
al. 1998). Both are integrated in the perfect market model: competition pushes the price down to
marginal costs, which the sellers have to meet. Consumers capture the rent. At the other extreme
is a monopolist perfectly informed about the demand functions of individual customers charging
each customer exactly his reservation price [first degree price discrimination, Pigou 1920, Shapiro
and Varian 1999 (page 39) label this form of price discrimination ’personalized pricing’ and
mention that the firm’s informational problems may be substantially reduced by the data made
available through the internet] and thus capturing 100% of the consumer rent. Such a ’perfect
pricing strategy’requires perfect information on the side of the seller but at the same time ’perfect’
non-information or other trade barriers on the side of the buyers because otherwise arbitrage
would eliminate price discrimination. In actual markets, both sellers and buyers face information
imperfections and we expect actual markets to be positioned somewhere between these extremes.

In customer markets (Okun 1981) sellers put price tags on their products and buyers shop around
(searching) for a low but given their information costs not necessarily for the lowest price. Price
tags take away the possibility of first-degree price discrimination but they still allow for interregional (inter-country) price discrimination (so-called third degree price discrimination, Pigou
1920).2 A profit-maximizing monopolist will set the price at marginal revenue (MR) divided by
one minus the price-elasticity (η) of demand [P = MR / (1-η)]. Therefore, applying inter-regional
price discrimination to maximize the firm’s overall profit requires sufficiently different demand

2 Pigou (1920) refers to second degree price discrimination if buyers can be grouped according to their demand
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function in the regional markets and knowledge about the regional demand functions. Sellers are
usually insecure about the demand function for their product (Stiglitz 1991) and thus cannot
exactly determine the profit-maximizing price but they may have rough ideas about the popularity
of certain products in different regional markets.

Exchange rate volatility is another source of costs for internationally operating firms. Gosh and
Wolf (1994) argue that observed inter-country price differences for a homogeneous good
expressed in a common currency may be caused by (unexpected) exchange rate variations together
with ’menu costs’ and thus sticky prices. Therefore, observed price differences expressed in a
common currency may be unintended or may reflect a risk premium for expected exchange rate
variations.

In general, the common-currency price (p*) for a homogenous good (subscript i) sold in different
countries (subscript c) can be expressed as:

(1)

p*i,c = ki,o ec * γi,cD

where ki,o is the cost of item i in the country of origin, ec is the nominal exchange rate (ec = home
currency / origin currency), γ is a mark-up ≥ 1, and D is a vector of country dummies, * indicates
the common-currency expression.

elasticities. Third degree refers to regional price discrimination.
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Since the cost of the product in the country of origin (ki.,o) is not observable for us, we
approximate equation (1) with the following expression:

(1’)

p*i,c = p*i,. * βi,cD

or in logs:

(1’’)

ln(p*i,c) = ln(p*i..) + βi.cD

where p*i,. is the mean common-currency price of item i in the selected countries and βi,c is a
country-specific price deviation for item i.

We summarize the theoretical discussion in four hypotheses allowing consecutively for more
price variation. The first hypothesis is the most rigid and does not allow for any price variation
(LOP or the strong PPP version). The second hypothesis allows for systematic country-specific
variation in prices (weak PPP version). The third hypothesis allows for ’pricing to regional
markets’ (third degree price discrimination) and the fourth hypothesis allows for second degree
price discrimination, i.e. for country-product price discrimination. These hypotheses require
different restrictions on the βic which are the following:
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+\SRWKHVLV/DZRIRQHSULFHRUVWURQJ333YHUVLRQ
The EU countries form one integrated market and prices expressed in a common currency are the
same for identical goods in all countries.
In equation (1’’) the restriction βi,c = 0 for all items would apply, i.e. no common-currency price
differences for the same good between countries.

+\SRWKHVLV&RXQWU\VSHFLILFSULFHVHWWLQJ UHODWLYH/23 RUZHDN333YHUVLRQ
Prices for all goods differ systematically between countries, i.e. regional arbitrage is imperfect
and the national markets are separate markets for several potential reasons:
a) The costs of the non-tradable part of the product costs differ (i.e., labor costs, storage
costs, value added taxes, rents etc.)
b) Exchange rate volatility leads to prices expressed in a common currency which differ
systematically between countries
In equation (1’’) the restriction βi,c = βj,c would apply, i.e. all goods would carry the same
country-specific relative price effect.

+\SRWKHVLV3ULFLQJWRWKHPDUNHW PDFK, RUWKLUGGHJUHHSULFHGLVFULPLQDWLRQ
Firms may use knowledge of consumer preferences for specific product groups to pricediscriminate between countries by product groups. I.e., in one country consumers may have a high
preference for kitchen furniture but for sofas their demand function may be highly price elastic
whereas in another country the reverse relations may apply. Differentiating prices between
countries by product groups will then maximize the profits of an internationally operating firm if
regional arbitrage is difficult.
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In equation (1’’) the restriction βi,c = constant ∀ i ∈ g (where g indicates a specific product group)
would hold. That is that all products belonging to a specific product group would carry the same
country-specific relative price effect.

+\SRWKHVLV3ULFLQJWRWKHPDUNHW PDFK,, RUVHFRQGGHJUHHSULFHGLVFULPLQDWLRQ
This form of price discrimination requires prices to be set according to country-specific demand
conditions for each individual product. The assumption is that preferences between countries not
only differ by product groups but that they differ for specific products. A specific sofa, for
example, my be particularly attractive for Italians but not for Germans whereas the reverse may be
true for another sofa. The information requirements are very high, since the seller must now know
the country-specific demand function for individual products and not only for a product group. To
evaluate this hypothesis requires panel data and with the assumption of constant national
differences for preferences we can actually test this hypothesis.
For a profit-maximizing firm with price setting the power the price will be set at P = MR 1/(1-η)
and we expect relative prices to differ between countries according to the differences in price
elasticity.
(2)

SL*,F
S

*
L ,•

=

05L ,F (1 − ηL ,• )
05L ,• (1 − ηL ,F )

where P*i,c is the common-currency price of item i in country c, MR is marginal revenue and η is
the price elasticity of demand.
In the country with the (absolutely) lower price elasticity of demand for item i it is expected that a
higher price than the mean price will be charged. Close to profit-maximum the marginal revenue
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is moving against zero but assume that it is still positive and in country c equal to the mean,
equation (2) then becomes:
(2’)

SL*,F
S

*
L ,•

=

(1 − ηL ,• )
(1 − ηL ,F )

Assuming further that price elasticities are constant over time we expect under second degree
price discrimination relative prices to remain constant over time. In other words, the difference in
relative prices of the same item between two years should be roughly zero.

7KHGDWD
To test the four hypotheses, we collected price data on 222 items sold by IKEA, an internationally
operating furniture company, from the 1998 catalogues (prices valid from August 1997 until
August 1998). Although IKEA operates world-wide, we restricted our sample to countries
belonging to the European Union forming a common market without any formal trade barriers.3
The 10 countries in our sample are: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, and the UK. Except for Sweden and the UK all countries joined the
EURO in January 1999 and show a clear convergence of short and long-term interest rates in the
1990s (Schettkat 1999). We expressed all prices in ECU (the predecessor of the EURO, which
was a weighted average of national currencies) using the exchange rate of the national currency to
the ECU in 1996.4

3 Haskel and Wolf (2001) also make use of IKEA data but they concentrate on low-price items including only one
high-price item (a sofa) and they do not restrict their sample to EU countries and thus have their data affected by
formal trade barriers.
5 The exchange rates are: 13.43 (Austria), 39.30 (Belgium), 0.81 (England), 5.83 (Finland), 6.49 (France), 1.91
(Germany), 1959 (Italy), 2.14 (The Netherlands), 160.8 (Spain), and 8.51 (Sweden). We use 1996 because prices
for the 1997 catalogues are most likely determined in 1996. Using 1997, however, will not change the results.
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IKEA not only designs the furniture centrally - mainly in Sweden- and sells them under the same
Swedish name, but they also produce the furniture (or led produce) for a world-wide market, they
have central marketing - their catalogues are fairly identical within the EU-countries -, they
minimize transport costs by flat packaging, and they operate stores almost identical around
Europe. Shopping is largely self-service and customers have to transport and assemble the
furniture themselves. IKEA sets prices at the national level published in an annual catalogue,
short-run demand variations as emphasized in the menu-cost literature are therefore not relevant
in our case. All stores within one country sell identical products at the same price published in the
IKEA catalogue. IKEA products are truly homogeneous not only with respect to the products
themselves but also regarding the shopping environment and the services delivered. The products
are distinguished by 14 product groups, which are: sofas, wardrobes, storage and bookcases,
junior beds, bedroom suites, armchairs, home office furniture, chests of drawers, and accessories
in halls and entrance, floors and walls, lighting, interior textiles, gifts and miscellaneous. In sum,
the empirical analysis is based on 2220 observation, which are derived from 222 items that are
sold in 10 EU countries.

To test hypothesis 4 (second degree price discrimination) we make use of a second panel data set
constructed from IKEA catalogues for 1997/ 1998 and 2000/ 2001. The data set is similar to the
one described before but covers only 89 products from 9 EU-countries (the countries from above
without Belgium). The data characteristics are almost identical to the ones of the former data.

We eliminate between-product price variation, which stems from the intrinsic diversity of the
products and focus on the between-country variation, which potentially reflects price-setting
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policy. We calculate the difference in national prices relative to the European average for each
product.

M = p*i,c/p*i,. - 1;

i = 1,..., 222, c = 1,...,10

where p* is the price expressed in ECU, subscript i refers to the product, subscript c refers to
the country, and p*i,. refers to the mean European price of item i.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of M based on 2220 observations. The dispersion of the
distribution is remarkable. 93 percent of the observations are in the 25-percent interval around
the mean but this is a remarkable 50 percentage-points range in price! The average price range
(p*max – p*min) over all 222 products is 44 percent and the coefficient of variation for individual
products varies from 0.049 to 0.433 with a mean of 0.136.5 However, Figure 2 shows the
expected decline in the coefficient of variation with the average product price. The
distribution displayed in Figure 1 is for sure not expected if the EU countries were actually an
integrated market.

 7HVWLQJWKHK\SRWKHVHV
Our empirical model is based on equation (1''), for which we use the log-differences of
country-specific prices as the independent variables:

(3)

yi,c = ΣiΣc βi,cdi,c + εi,c

i = 1,…,222; c = 1,…,10;

5 The coefficient of variation computed as CV.,. = 1/222 Σi[1/9 Σc(p*i,c – p*i.)2]1/2/p*i.
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where: yi,c = ln(p*i,c) - ln(p*i,.); ε is a stochastic error term assumed to be normally distributed.
The dependent variable thus gives the percentage difference of the price in the c-th country
relative to the mean price (p*i,.).6 Equation (2) will be used to test the four hypotheses, by
putting various restrictions on the parameters βi,c of the 2220 dummy variables d.

+\SRWKHVLV/DZRIRQHSULFHRUVWURQJ333YHUVLRQ
Our first hypothesis is the strongest: common-currency prices for specific products are the
same in every country. That is that the coefficients for all country dummies are zero.
Ho:

β.,c = 0, ∀ c

Ha:

β.,c ≠ 0

Under the null hypothesis the country effects are zero and the alternative hypothesis postulates
that country specific effects exists, which may differ across countries. We estimated equation (2)
with the restriction βi,c = βj,c, so that we have 10 country dummies in the unrestricted model. The
F-test (see bottom of Table 1, model I) on β.,c = 0, ∀ c clearly rejects the null hypothesis. LOP
does definitely not prevail.

+\SRWKHVLV&RXQWU\VSHFLILFSULFHVHWWLQJ UHODWLYH/23 RUZHDN333YHUVLRQ
We next investigate the weak PPP version in more detail. Prices may vary systematically among
countries because of country-specific costs in the non-tradable cost components or other country-

6 Note that the dependent variable captures the variation within products between countries but not the variation
between heterogeneous products. A test on product-specific effects is rejected at the 5 percent level.
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specific effects (such as country-specific differences in competition etc.). Do country specific
price levels vary with non-tradable cost components?
Ho:

β.,c = 0, ∀ c
γ≠0

Ha:

β.,c ≠ 0
γ≠0

where γ refers to the coefficients of the non-tradable cost variables, labor costs and VAT in the
regression equation.
The estimated country effects under the restriction γ=0 (which actually is the Ha of hypothesis 1)
are displayed in Table 1 model I. France has the highest price level (+6.1%) and Sweden has the
lowest price level (-6.1%). The range of the country effects is about 12 percentage-points, which
is a fairly narrow range. But the model explains only about 9 percent of the inter-country price
variation (recall that we eliminated price differences between products), which does not increase
if we include cost variables such as labor costs (from Eurostat 1997) and the VAT (model II in
Table 1). The country coefficients change slightly but the ranking of the countries as well as the
difference between the highest and the lowest price remain unchanged suggesting that beside
differences in costs of non-tradable components other variables may affect price setting.
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7DEOH7HVWRIWKHZHDN333YHUVLRQ
model I
model II
dependent variable: ln(pi,c) - ln(pi,.)
dependent variable: ln(pi,c) - ln(pi,.)
coefficients
t-values
coefficients
t-values
1 France
2 Spain
3 Belgium
4 Italy
5 Austria
6 Germany
7 England
8 Netherlands
9 Finland
10 Sweden
Labor costs
Value Added Tax (VAT)
summary statistics
# dummy variables
F-test Ho: β.,c = 0, ∀ c
R-squared
Adj. R-squared
SSR
N

0.061
0.028
0.026
0.018
0.016
-0.034
-0.047
-0.049
-0.054
-0.061

10
21.83
0.0936
0.0895
39.205
2220

6.86
3.10
2.88
2.04
1.82
-3.86
-5.31
-5.48
-6.04
-6.81

0.043
0.013
0.008
-0.044
-0.064
-0.063
-0.074
-0.085
-0.0003
0.0012

3.87
1.18
0.67

-2.42
-5.06
-5.14
-6.16
-5.50
-0.22
0.77

8
22.83
0.0936
0.0895
39.205
2220



+\SRWKHVLV3ULFLQJWRWKHPDUNHW PDFK, RUWKLUGGHJUHHSULFHGLVFULPLQDWLRQ
With ’pricing to the market’firms try to price-discriminate between national markets according to
the national differences in the price-elasticity of demand. The requirement, of course, is a
sufficiently large difference in national consumer behavior observable to the seller. Probably
consumers in one country have a stronger preference for say kitchen furniture than consumers in
another countries, which than should be revealed in country-specific price effects for product
groups. In this case, market segmentation will be based on different demand elasticities for
product groups, which leads to markups differing by country and product group. In other words,
the restrictions on the coefficients displayed in the alternative hypothesis above.
Ho:

βi,c = βj,c
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Ha:

βi,c = βj,c

∀ i,j ∈ g

The null hypothesis means that the country effects are identical for all products in one country
assuming that non-tradable cost components affect all products proportional to the mean price.
The estimation of equation (3), with βi,c = βj,c (∀ i, j ∈ g) requires dummy variables for each
country and each product group (140 dummy variables). The restriction on the coefficient means
that we test whether the country effects are identical within the product groups but that they differ
between the product groups. The F-test (2.77, 130 variables and 2080 degrees of freedom) rejects
the null hypothesis that pricing is purely country-specific. Thus, there is evidence that pricing to
the market mach I, price discrimination between countries by product groups occurs. Prices vary
systematically between the EU-countries within product groups. However, the model explains
only 25 percent of the variance, leaving a huge 75 percent unexplained, which may be caused by
more sophisticated product-by-product price discrimination (pricing to the market, mach II).

+\SRWKHVLV3ULFLQJWRWKHPDUNHW PDFK,, RUVHFRQGGHJUHHSULFHGLVFULPLQDWLRQ
Pricing to the market according to country-specific demand functions for individual products
requires a very high degree of information on the seller’s side. In an extreme view assuming full
information the seller knows the demand function for every product at any time and can thus
change prices with possible changes in the price elasticity. In this case, however, price
discrimination mach II cannot be distinguished from arbitrary price setting for the outside
observer. More realistic, but still requiring substantial information, is to assume that the seller
tries to estimate the actual price elasticity which is assumed to be constant. In this case price
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discrimination is not ‘perfect’ but we expect systematic price differences between countries for
identical products to persist.
To test for product-specific price discrimination we use equation (2) and implement the following
regression model:
ln(pi,c2001) - ln(pi,.2001) = θ [ln(pi,c1998) - ln(pi,. 1998)] + Σ ρc dc +εi,c
where ln(pi,c1998) - ln(pi,. 1998) is the log difference in price of item i in country c to the mean price
of this item in 1998, 2001 respectively.
H0:

θ= 1

Ha:

θ< 1

Table 2 displays the results of this regression. The F-test clearly rejects H0, we do not observe
'perfectly' constant relative prices over time but the coefficient for relative prices in the first period
is highly significant although with .53 substantially below the 1.0 expected under the Null.
Furthermore, country dummies are significant, which means that there are systematic country
effects in the changes of prices. Finland and Spain (high-price countries in 1998) experienced a
relative price rise, whereas prices in England, France, Germany and Italy fell. Our result is
consistent with country-specific and item-specific price discrimination under imperfect
information. If the IKEA does not know the country-specific price elasticity but tries to approach
it, we would expect the coefficient θ to be significant but lower than one.
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7DEOH7HVWRQK\SRWKHVLV3DQHO6DPSOH
Dependent variable:
ln(pi,c2001) - ln(pi,.2001)
coefficients
t-values
1 Finland
2 Austria
3 Spain
4 Netherlands
5 Sweden
6 England
7 France
8 Germany
9 Italy

ln(pi,c1998) – ln(pi,.1998)
summary statistics
# dummy variables
F-test Ho: ρc ,θ = 0, ∀ c
R-squared
Adj. R-squared
SSR
N

0.040
0.030
0.015
-0.009
-0.017
-0.026
-0.028
-0.038
-0.068
0.534

2.71
1.98
1.01
-0.63
-1.15
-1.73
-1.90
-2.56
-4.52
15.97

9
32.11
0.1736
0.1682
57.759
1538

 &RQFOXVLRQV
This study strongly supports the view that deviations from the 'law of one price' are not just the
result of measurement error - that is non-identical products with respect to the quality of the
product, bundling etc.- but that price discrimination between national market is part of the pricing
strategies of profit-maximizing firms with some price-setting power. For identical products we
find product-group and even product-specific price discrimination between countries. Since we
restrict the analysis to countries of the EU we can exclude formal trade and regulatory policies as
causes for the observed price discrimination. This study provides evidence that profit-maximizing
price discrimination is aimed at but that the actual demand curves are blurred for the seller due to
imperfect information.
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We get four remarkable outcomes: 1) The law of one price does not hold. 2) Country-specific
effects of non-tradable cost components are important. 3) Pricing to the market surely occurs but
price discrimination is limited by incomplete information. 4) The unexplained part of betweencountry price variation for identical products is about 75% which leaves most of the inter-country
price variation unexplained.
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